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Legor Group SpA

Interview with Massimo Poliero, CEO of 

Legor Group SpA

The master of alloys

The fusion of metals and alloys 

was at the beginning of Legor’s 

corporate activities back in 1979. 

“My father and his partner worked 

for the goldsmith sector, which 

dominated the region,” says CEO 

Massimo Poliero. However, the two 

entrepreneurs concentrated not 

only on the artisan production of 

master alloys for the gold and jew-

ellery industry but also developed 

ideas on sales and provided mar-

ket analysis. At that time, this was 

a completely new approach, which 

turned into a long-standing suc-

cess. Over the years, industrializa-

tion and increasing product quality 

enabled the emergence of Legor 

as a strong force to be reckoned 

with in the metallurgy market. New 

techniques and quality improve-

ments were determining factors for 

a thriving business and favoured 

corporate growth.   

“Master alloys and other metals 

for gold and silver, for instance, 

are still our main focus,” adds Mr. 

Poliero. “However, this activity was 

not enough for us, and today, we 

operate five key divisions covering 

master alloys, plating, machinery 

and tools, brazing, and dental.” 

Massimo Poliero
•  Began working for the company 

in 1992

•  First as Technical Director and 
Technical Manager 

• CEO for nine years now

•  On motivation: “The team is 
important. It shows a committed 
and highly positive attitude. The 
atmosphere in the workplace is 
crucial in order to deliver good 
results. Our employees are ea-
ger to improve continuously and 
to go the extra mile. They know 
that they can improve every 
day. There is always something 
new to learn, even if we are 
market leader.”

Master alloys are still Legor’s most 

important focus, generating about 

70% of total turnover with the pro-

duction and sale of master alloys 

for the goldsmith and silverware 

business. The divisions have devel-

oped gradually. Legor now offers 

about 300 master alloys. For the 

galvanic sector, it provides superfi-

cial finishing for costume jewellery 

in the haute couture and fashion 

business, which it first introduced 

in 2000. In 2001, Legor acquired a 

production company, F.O.V., which 

supplied machinery and tools to 

the goldsmith industry in the re-

gion. “The new addition gave us 

the opportunity to strengthen our 

position as a comprehensive con-

sultant that was at home in pro-

duction itself but who could also 

provide all the necessary machin-

ery for the master alloy production 

processes,” explains Mr. Poliero. 

In the following years, orthodontics 

and dentistry emerged as a new 

customer group with huge poten-

tial, with Legor producing both pre-

cious and non-precious alloys for 

dental applications. 

›››

Italy is well known the world over for its fine craftsmanship, and it is 
above all its gold and jewellery industry that has been famed for cen-
turies. Goldsmiths from the Vicenza region are world leaders in their 
field. This is why it can come as no surprise that one of the leading 
names in metallurgy, chemistry and the production of master alloys 
in particular has its home in Bressanvido in the province of Vicenza. 
Legor Group SpA originated in a small local craftsman’s workshop 
before developing into a pioneer in superior master alloy production 
as used in gold and jewellery production.

Legor Group SpA
Via del Lavoro, 1 
36050 Bressanvido 
Italy

 +39 0444 467911 
 +39 0444 660677

 info@legor.com 
 www.legor.com

http://www.european-business.com
mailto:info%40legor.com?subject=European%20Business%20Special%202016%20Italy
http://www.legor.com
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Legor Group SpA

In 2012, the company introduced 

welding on a silver and copper 

base. The company really defines 

itself as a global specialist. Apart 

from its three domestic locations 

in Valenza, Arezzo and Bressan-

vido, it operates six international 

branches, located in Hong Kong, 

Bangkok, China, Istanbul, Mos-

cow, and Long Island City and New 

Mexico in the USA. Legor employs 

a workforce of 150 people, of 

whom 90 work at its Italian head-

quarters in Bressanvido, generat-

ing a turnover of 50 million EUR 

and exporting about 80% of its 

entire production.  A strong focus 

is on R&D and product innovation. 

“We cooperate closely with our 

customers, as many companies 

are looking for a project partner. 

While they have the idea, we can 

produce exclusively according 

to their detailed specifications,” 

stresses Mr. Poliero. In the master 

alloy division, Legor completes 

the precious metal, often 18 karat 

gold, and supplies the rest to come 

up with 1,000, keeping a close eye 

on mechanical characteristics and 

vivid colours, as the colours derive 

from the supplied master alloys. In 

the past, Legor reduced nickel use 

due to changing legal and health 

regulations. “We developed a nick-

el-safe product with a lower nickel 

content on the surface,” says Mr. 

Poliero. “The karat content in gold 

varies from one country to the 

next, with countries in Northern 

Europe having a lower content, for 

example 9 in the UK, between 9 

and 14 in Germany, 10 to 14 in 

the USA, or 18 in Spain, France 

and Italy, in contrast to 21 to 22 

karats in Arab countries.” Alloys 

vary according to the final applica-

tion or use in the gold and jewel-

lery market. “There are alloys that 

give a more compact or a less po-

rous surface. In particular an alloy 

without defects on the surface is a 

real advantage. We have increased 

our activities in the fashion sector, 

and therefore, we can also propose 

products in this direction,” states 

Mr. Poliero. “For instance, we 

have introduced products with less 

expensive materials but with more 

aesthetic appeal.”

›››

Legor Group provides a 
large assortment of prod-
ucts for dentistry, plating, 
brazing, machinery and 
tooling

››› Interview with Massimo Poliero, CEO of Legor Group SpA

http://www.european-business.com
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Legor Group SpA

››› Interview with Massimo Poliero, CEO of Legor Group SpA

For the galvanic sector, Legor of-

fers superior surface finishing 

on finished products, including 

silverware, costume jewellery and 

alloyed products made of a pre-

cious metal. “Our finishing pro-

vides a uniformity or evenness in 

the final colour which is far shinier 

than the original material. It is 

also an ideal solution for products 

with lower karats. Preventing tar-

nishing and better aesthetics are 

other influencing factors,” says Mr. 

Poliero. “For example, white gold 

in its natural state is very different 

from the gold we know. Therefore, 

it requires extra treatment, which 

is called rhodium, to give it a nice 

colour that comes with hardness 

and brightness. Brass, bronze and 

silver receive a treatment so that 

they do not change in colour, as 

these materials generally oxidize. 

Gold is the most used material for 

the surface in this field.” 

The commercialization of ma-

chines and material for silverware 

and gold work is another mainstay 

of the Legor Group, supplying pol-

ishing, brushing and milling ma-

chines as well as tools like tables, 

ultrasounds and deoxidizers for 

everyday products. The catalogue 

for machinery and tooling alone 

In brief
Core Competence
•  Specialist for metallurgy and chemistry
• World leader in master alloy production

Facts & Figures 
• Founded: 1979
• Structure: HQ in Bressanvido and six branches worldwide
• Employees: 150 (90 HQ)
• Turnover: 50 million EUR
• Export: 80% (50% in Asia alone) 

Products & Services 
• Master alloys
• Plating
• Machinery and tools
• Brazing/welding
• Dental

Target Groups 
• Goldsmith and silverware (70%)
• Fashion world (20%)
• Dentistry and welding (10%)

Philosophy
•  Sophisticated solutions for various industries by splitting 

activities in five divisions
• Innovative product development to international customers

Future  
• Growing and gaining more market share 
• Good partner to big fashion groups 
• Development of anti-tarnish silver product 

The headquarters and production area of Legor Group in Bressanvido, Italy

Powmet is a line of ultra-pure metallic 
powders with a homogenous particle 
size. It allows for the rapid and inex-

pensive production of complex designs

comprises about 5,000 to 6,000 

products. Legor sees itself as a 

‘pocket multinational company’ 

that is much smaller in size than 

many other multinationals but 

equally strong. However, it is eager 

to grow and gain a bigger market 

share and to remain a 360° service 

provider to its customers. ❙

http://www.european-business.com
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Fonderie Mora Gavardo 
Spa

Interview with Fabio Mussoni, General Manager of 

Fonderie Mora Gavardo Spa

Castings that simply stand out
The Italian foundry industry is facing great challenges. Competition in the European market 
is expected to intensify due to increasing pressure from manufacturers in the Far East. How-
ever, since manufacturing technologies made in Italy guarantee top-quality castings, and 
Italian companies do not consider themselves to be pure suppliers but as cooperative and 
supportive partners, firms such as Fonderie Mora Gavardo Spa still achieve good results. The 
company is synonymous with 70 years of know-how and exceptional innovation. 

Fonderie Mora Gavardo pos-

sesses huge expertise and 

knowledge that make the com-

pany stand out. “Our product 

range is simply unique,” de-

clares Managing Director Fabio 

Mussoni. “Not many competi-

tors are able to produce ductile, 

lamellar and special cast iron 

castings from 1 kg to 120 t. Our 

products are typically used in 

agriculture for tractors and ma-

chinery such as earth moving 

machines, for compressors and 

valves, engines, gas and steam 

turbines, and also for wind pow-

er plants. Power transmission in 

general is of utmost importance 

for our cast iron solutions.”

These unique features are the 

result of a business philosophy 

that focuses on satisfying the most 

challenging and demanding cus-

tomer needs with great flexibility. 

The company was founded 70 

years ago by two brothers of the 

Mora family. Since 2012, Fonderie 

Mora Gavardo has been owned 

by the Camozzi Group, which has 

propelled the company to further 

growth. The Mora family is still 

deeply involved in the company, 

Gian Paolo Mora being its Presi-

dent. As with most foundries, Fon-

derie Mora Gavardo first focused 

on aluminium and bronze. In the 

1960s, it shifted its focus step by 

step towards cast iron. “We don’t 

produce the type of castings of 

the early days anymore,” states 

Mr. Mussoni. “Producing cast iron 

opens up many more interesting 

business opportunities. Today, we 

focus on industrial applications, 

solutions for the marine sector, 

mechanical industries and auto-

motive.” Today, Fonderie Mora 

Gavardo has 120 employees and 

annual sales of 18 million EUR. 

7% of turnover is generated by dis-

tributing turbines to China. Being 

part of Camozzi has boosted the 

company’s performance. “Camozzi 

has 2,500 employees and rev-

enues of 350 million EUR,” says 

Mr. Mussoni. “Being a member 

of this powerful group means that 

we are able to leverage synergies 

and skills to offer turnkey solutions 

that meet the most diverse require-

ments. 

›››

Fonderie Mora Gavardo 
Spa
Via Giovanni Quarena 207 
25085 Gavardo (BS) 
Italy

 +39 0365 377711 
 +39 0365 377607

  info@fonderiemoraga-
vardo.it

  www.fonderiemoraga-
vardo.it

Honeycomb – innovative floor plates,  
developed by Fonderie Mora Gavardo 

Massive turbines made by Fonderie Mora Gavardo 

http://www.european-business.com
mailto:info%40fonderiemoragavardo.it?subject=European%20Business%20Special%202016%20Italy
mailto:info%40fonderiemoragavardo.it?subject=European%20Business%20Special%202016%20Italy
http://www.fonderiemoragavardo.it
http://www.fonderiemoragavardo.it
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Fonderie Mora Gavardo 
Spa

We support customers from cast-

ing to the final delivery.” Con-

stantly on the quest to improve 

products and services, Fonderie 

Mora Gavardo introduced a new 

product in 2014. “Honeycomb 

comes as a veritable highlight of 

the product portfolio,” underlines 

Mr. Mussoni. “We are talking 

about patented floor plates with a 

special system of structural hon-

eycomb. Due to this structure, it 

is able to satisfy the most diverse 

mechanical needs in the field of 

clamping technology. The floor 

plates are perfect for various sur-

face loads and applications. We 

are thinking of plates for machine 

tools, for the assembly and test-

ing of machines and complete 

industrial systems. It is important 

to stress that we not only deliver 

standard products but also indi-

vidual solutions. Honeycomb is 

definitely a new challenge.”

Fonderie Mora Gavardo has al-

ways been keen to deliver com-

plete solutions. “Our basic goal is 

to sell cast iron,” states Mr. Mus-

soni. “Furthermore, we want to 

offer processed products that go 

together with added value and 

higher quality for the client. For 

this reason, in May 2015, we 

opened a new plant named 

Camozzi Manufacturing. It is lo-

cated 3 km away from our head-

quarters and concentrates on 

mechanical processing that Fon-

derie Mora Gavardo is not able to 

offer.” Being open-minded to-

wards new challenges has always 

been a trademark of Fonderie 

Mora Gavardo. “On the one 

hand, we have a long tradition,” 

says Mr. Mussoni. “On the other 

hand, we are constantly chang-

ing.” Due to this ongoing progres-

sive development, Fonderie Mora 

Gavardo is widely recognized as 

one of Italy’s most prestigious 

foundries, ranking among the top 

ten players of the sector. Now, it 

plans to consolidate its position. 

New technologies, new materials 

and new markets is the credo of 

the future. ❙

An annual production capacity of 32,000 t demands the most advanced technologies

›››  Interview with Fabio Mussoni, General Manager of 

Fonderie Mora Gavardo Spa European Business  
NEWS LETTER
 
•  MORE BRAND ATTENTION
• ADDITIONAL BUYERS
• EXACT TARGETING
• INCREASED SALES

CONTACT US!
+49 5971 92161-801

http://www.european-business.com
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Eusider SpA

Eusider SpA
Via per Rogeno 
23845 Frazione Brenno  
della Torre (LC) 
Italy

 +39 031 8711 
 +39 031 879105

 info@eusider.com 
 www.eusider.com

Interview with Eufrasio Anghileri, Managing Director of 

Eusider SpA

Ideas turning into products
The steel industry has always played an important role in Italy’s history. Manu-
facturing was the key to the country’s post-World War II economic boom, and 
the steel industry in particular allowed the country to step up to become one of the strongest 
economies around the globe. Since then, market conditions have changed significantly. Prices 
decreased systematically for the 14 months ending December 2015, and in the first two 
months of 2016, they showed very high volatility. As a result, many leading players are in a 
difficult situation. Despite facing tough international competition, companies such as Eusider 
SpA appear to be ready for the challenge.

“We consider ourselves to be a 

kind of link between steel produc-

tion and the end user,” sums up 

Managing Director Eufrasio Ang-

hileri. “Basically, we are a super-

market for metal products, turning 

customer ideas into semi-finished 

metal products such as laminates, 

tubes, wire rods and coils. In a 

nutshell, we transform steel to 

make products ready to be used 

by the end user.” 

Eusider is able to achieve this goal 

thanks to the latest technologies, 

fundamental know-how and com-

mitted employees. The company 

was founded in 1979 as a steel 

service center by Angelo Carciani-

ga, and Antonio and Eufrasio Ang-

hileri. Today, the fourth generation 

of the Anghileri family is already 

involved in the business. Eusider 

owns three steel companies: Iron 

Service in Ravenna, Metal Tubi 

in Bagnatica and Lima close to 

Monza. With a workforce of 250 

employees, Eusider generates an-

nual revenues of 320 million EUR. 

“Today, we sell around 600,000 t 

of steel,” says Mr. Anghileri. “Our 

product range includes 15 differ-

ent products created on state-of-

the-art machinery. We have one 

pickling plant, seven slitters, four 

flattening machines, two draw 

benches, 15 hacksaws, one for-

mer, one sandblasting machine, 

two HD plasma cutting machines 

and three oxy cutting machines for 

a maximum thickness of 600 mm. 

We also stock around 300,000 t of 

steel to ensure high flexibility. In 

this way, we are able to offer effec-

tive tailored customer service.”

 

Customers are small, medium and 

large steel processing companies 

operating in the automotive indus-

try, electronic household applianc-

es, and the building and construc-

tion industry. Eusider has long 

gained a solid reputation both in 

Italy and abroad. Exports account 

for 25% of sales, with Germany, 

Slovenia, Serbia, Poland, Turkey, 

Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco as 

the most important markets. “Cus-

tomers know that they can rely on 

impeccable quality,” stresses Mr. 

Anghileri. “We not only have ISO 

9001 certification; each coil is also 

tested in our laboratory.” Quality, 

integrity and service orientation 

have spurred Eusider’s constant 

success. The company is Italy’s 

number five and is ready to further 

push forward its position. ❙

Eusider’s management team is optimistic about the company’s future market prospects Eusider is a regular exhibitor at important fairs around the world

http://www.european-business.com
mailto:info%40eusider.com?subject=European%20Business%20Special%202016%20Italy
http://www.eusider.com


Interview with Egidio Brugola, Managing Director of Brugola OEB Industriale S.p.A.

Be ahead of the times

To consumers a brand name is as fundamental as the 
product itself. Many products become synonymous with 
the brand that first created them, which is an outstand-
ing success. There are brands that have become a part 
of everyday speech as they completely dominate their 
markets. In Italy, Brugola is a generic trademark. Bru-
gola bolts are synonymous with hexagon socket head 
bolts invented by Egidio Brugola. Today, one in four cars 
in the world contains Brugola screws in its engine. Still 
today, Brugola OEB Industriale S.p.A. constantly dem-
onstrates that it is ahead of its time. 

The constant quest to improve 

products has always been one of 

Brugola’s most important driving 

forces. The company is known for 

its pioneering achievements, for a 

distinctive innovative spirit result-

ing in technologically advanced so-

lutions with a huge impact on the 

fastener sector. “My grandfather, 

who founded the company in  

1926, was a passionate, creative 

and courageous entrepreneur, a 

real artist,” emphasizes Egidio  

Brugola, today Managing Director 

and President of Brugola OEB. 

“Later, my father followed in his 

footsteps and propelled the com-

pany’s development by putting a 

strong focus on screws for car en-

gines. In addition, he strengthened 

export activities, which was not 

easy back then. Italy was known 

for fashion, cuisine and culture but 

not really for highly advanced tech-

nological products.” 

After all, two generations of the 

Brugola family have left an ex-

traordinary heritage. In 2007, the 

younger Egidio Brugola joined the 

family business. In 2011, he be-

came its Vice President. “My aim 

is to continue our tradition of an-

ticipating market trends,” says Mr. 

Brugola. “Italy has had difficult eco-

nomic times in the past, but we are 

able to master these challenges. 

Italian excellence is what Brugola 

has always been admired for.” 

Brugola OEB was established in 

1926 by the older Egidio Brugola 

who, according to his grandson, 

was “a genius who never went to 

university but nevertheless revolu-

tionized the fastener market.” His 

aim was to produce and commer-

cialize hexagonal keys that were 

invented in 1910 in the United 

States. In 1945, the keys were pat-

ented. In 1964, the founder’s son 

Giannantonio became President. 

Under his leadership, the compa-

ny started focusing more and more 

on niche products such as hex 

socket bolts. In the 1980s, Bru-

gola started cooperation with the 

automotive industry, namely with 

Volkswagen. Soon afterwards, the 

principles of zero defects and total 

quality control were introduced – a 

milestone in the company’s his-

tory. With the introduction of the 

patented Polydrive® bolt in 1993, 

Brugola again set new bench-

marks. “The Polydrive® bolt is the 

evolution of the cylindrical head 

bolt with a hexagon socket,” Mr. 

Brugola sums up. “It is used in 

›››

The US market holds interesting opportunities for Brugola
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Brugola OEB Industriale 
S.p.A.

http://www.european-business.com


Brugola OEB Industriale S.p.A.
Piazza Giovanni XXIII, 36 
20851 Lissone (MB) 
Italy

 +39 039 24441 
 +39 039 482670

 info@brugola.com 
 www.brugola.com

the assembly of of critical parts in 

modern engines, especially for in-

stalling heads.” Over the years that 

followed, Brugola grew constantly 

along with the needs of well-known 

clients such as VW and Ford. In 

1996 the company became the 

sole supplier of bolts for Ford’s 14 

engine.

Brugola’s ideas and concepts have 

always mirrored the company’s 

extraordinary market anticipation. 

Constant innovation has propelled 

the company’s outstanding suc-

cess significantly – even at difficult 

times. The company was able 

to increase its annual turnover 

from 16 million EUR in 1993 to 

50 million EUR in 1998. In 2012 

it generated 108 million EUR. In 

2013 it was 121 million EUR and 

130 million EUR in 2015. Today, 

Brugola has 380 employees and 

exports 100% of its products. 

Global players such as VW, BMW, 

Mercedes, Nissan, Opel, Renault 

and Ford rely on the company’s 

competence and expertise. “Our 

aim is to be the number one part-

ner for the most important automo-

tive companies in the world when 

it comes to fastener components,” 

stresses Mr. Brugola. “And we 

are nearly there. Only Toyota and 

Hyundai are not customers yet.” 

Brugola has four production sites 

in Lissone, a logistics center in 

Desio and eleven logistics cent-

ers in foreign countries such as 

Germany, North America, Mexico, 

and Spain. In 2015 the company 

opened its first facility in Plymouth. 

“The United States represents an 

important market and opens up in-

teresting business opportunities,” 

says Mr. Brugola. “We are going to 

strengthen our presence over there 

although Italy will always be our 

most important production center. 

Opening our first production plant 

in the United States was due to 

the fact that Ford decided to move 

there. As Ford’s exclusive supplier, 

we consequently adapted to this 

future-oriented decision.”

This distinct customer orientation 

is one reason why Brugola is the 

world’s top producer of fastening 

components for the automotive 

industry. “We are the smallest sup-

plier among the big ones,” states 

Mr. Brugola. “We keep on working 

out innovative solutions to develop 

new materials and better products. 

We do not just produce according 

to specific plans; we put great em-

phasis on research and focus for 

instance on the concept of future 

engines. Currently, as engines be-

come smaller on the one side but 

have improved performance on the 

other, we are working on screws 

that are smaller but provide better 

resistance. We consider ourselves 

to be competent, reliable and in-

novative solution providers working 

closely together with customers. 

We strive to deliver solutions that 

are ahead of their times. We are 

proud that our company has a very 

special spirit that had led to great 

satisfaction among employees 

and customers. And we hope that 

Brugola is a kind of role model for 

other Italian companies that dem-

onstrates that it is possible to stand 

out due to Italian excellence.” ❙

Polydrive® bolts – introduced in 
1993 and still the perfect solution 
to support the most critical fasten-
ing conditions 

In 2015, Brugola invested almost 20 million USD in a new facility in Plymouth
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Brugola OEB Industriale 
S.p.A.

››› Interview with Egidio Brugola, Managing Director of Brugola OEB Industriale S.p.A.

mailto:info%40brugola.com?subject=European%20Business%20Special%202016%20Italy
http://www.brugola.com
http://www.european-business.com


Casiraghi Greco& 
Via Castelfidardo 7 
20121 Milan  
Italy

 +39 02 6367031 
 +39 02 62690451

 info@casiraghigreco.it 
 www.casiraghigreco.it

Interview with Cesare Casiraghi, Managing Director and Cofounder of 

Casiraghi Greco& 

Advancements in  
advertising
Advertisements come in many forms: on television, in magazines, 
online and more. Agencies tend to specialize in one or two of 
these forms, dedicating their time and creativity to certain ad-
vertising mediums. Casiraghi Greco&, however, is an ad 
agency that offers all of these services and more. 

With a bit of luck and a lot of ex-

perience, Casiraghi Greco& made 

its mark in the advertising industry 

right after its founding. The agency 

acquired the bank ING Direct’s 

Italian launch project, and it has 

been a big player in the Italian in-

dustry ever since. From that point 

on, foreign companies expanding 

into the Italian market have turned 

to Casiraghi Greco& for their ad-

vertising needs. “Our specialty has 

become introducing companies, 

both international and start-ups, to 

the Italian market,” says Manag-

ing Director and Cofounder Cesare 

Casiraghi. “This is what we are 

renowned for amongst our clients 

and competitiors.” Although its 

specialization has remained the 

same, its techniques and strategies 

have changed significantly over 

time. The agency created classic 

ads for TV and radio for several 

years, and these still make up its 

core business. However, Casiraghi 

Greco& has also kept up with in-

novative developments. It now 

has a large media center that can 

be useful for a variety of projects, 

and it recently acquired a digital 

company called Dandelio Indus-

trie Creative. By incorporating a 

digital department into its agency, 

Casiraghi Greco& can now offer a 

complete palette of services to its 

clients, including cross-selling op-

tions, such as combining classic 

ads with digital features, for exam-

ple. The agency is also open to ex-

perimenting with new techniques, 

such as its current project with 

the real estate company Homepal. 

“Homepal has made a transparent 

house and staged it in the center 

of Milan. In February, two people 

lived in this house for ten days 

and could be observed by anyone 

walking the streets of 

the city,” explains Mr. 

Casiraghi. “Now, the 

house will be moved to 

Rome, and the same social event 

will take place there. This just goes 

to show how creative advertise-

ments can be and what agencies 

like ours are capable of.”

During the economic crisis, the 

agency decided to revamp and 

start fresh. It expanded its clientele 

to add some diversity to its portfo-

lio, and this truly has paid off. “We 

were mainly working with insur-

ance companies and banks before 

the crisis,” explains Mr. Casiraghi. 

“Now, we have clients in all kinds 

of industries, such as food, au-

tomotive and retail businesses. 

Having this diversification is very 

important. If potential clients see 

that you only work with one or two 

industries, they think you can-

not do anything else.” Casiraghi 

Greco& plans on expanding its 

portfolio even more. It also plans 

on strengthening its services even 

more so that it can take on any 

task from any client. ❙
Casiraghi Greco& thinks outside of the box with its client, Homepal, by making an 
ongoing live advertisement
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Interview with Antonio Rossetto, Managing Director of GBR Rossetto SpA

The all-in-one office solution

It is an indisputable fact that every business needs office products to function smoothly. It 
comes as no surprise then that office supplies are some of the most sought-after products 
online. Office and school supplies, office equipment, stationery and computer paper, ink and 
toner:  More and more people are ordering them online for their business. In Italy, GBR  
Rossetto SpA is a perfect partner for those looking for a comprehensive range of office sup-
plies and more. The company has made a name for itself for outstanding services. 

Office supplies are synonymous 

with a broad range of products that 

have fundamentally changed over 

time. The times when typewriters 

and fountain pens dominated of-

fice work are long gone. Today, it is 

about digital, multifunctional and 

eco-friendly technologies. GBR Ros-

setto has continuously adapted to 

fundamental market changes. For 

this reason, GBR Rossetto is cur-

rently working on the introduction 

of 3D printers. The company was 

founded in 1958 and first concen-

trated on the distribution of office 

machines such as hectographs for 

duplicating processes. Step by step, 

the founder Giovanni Battista Ros-

setto extended the product range 

to better support customers. Ac-

cessories and paper products were 

added to the portfolio, convincing 

a growing number of customers. In 

the 1980s, Antonio Rossetto joined 

the family business. He adjusted the 

product offer closely to the chang-

ing market needs and followed the 

latest technologies. Furthermore, 

the company integrated rental ser-

vices and placed a stronger focus 

on technical services, which today 

is still a trademark of GBR Rossetto. 

“Service and technical assistance 

are of utmost importance nowa-

days,” stresses Managing Director 

Antonio Rossetto. “Our main goal 

has always been to support custom-

ers with state-of-the-art office prod-

ucts and competent service. There-

fore, we are continuously expanding 

and improving our product range. 

We built up a team of highly com-

mitted agents. In 2000, we had 30 

agents; at present, we have a sales 

network of over 250 people.”

Today, GBR Rossetto has 105 

employees at the headquarters 

in Padua (northeastern Italy) and 

generates annual sales of more 

than 38 million EUR. 25 million 

EUR comes from distribution, 13.5 

million EUR from rental services. 

“We basically sell and rent out 

everything that is necessary to run 

an office efficiently,” sums up Mr. 

Rossetto. “For this reason, our cat-

alogue contains more than 13,000 

different products divided into 14 

categories. Customers can choose 

everything from printing technol-

ogy and computer accessories to 

cleaning and hygiene products, 

first aid kits, safety products, fold-

ers, paper products, pens and cus-

tomized promotional products. We 

put great emphasis on complete 

service, which means that we not 

only deliver reliable products but 

provide technical assistance and 

deliver spare parts and all neces-

sary materials. Our technicians 

operating throughout 

›››

A successful family affair: GBR Rossetto is run by the Rossetto family

Paper products are a core element of 
GBR Rossetto’s portfolio
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Italy are connected with our ser-

vice headquarters by tablet, with 

online management of spare part 

stocks and online service manu-

als, ensuring service within twelve 

hours. We have special rental of-

fers with costs that include simply 

everything an all-in-one printer 

needs to work reliably over a pe-

riod of five years. We guarantee all 

supply, products and services, in-

cluding the financing of the equip-

ment, which is done directly by our 

company, and the customer can 

simply relax.” 

The business is still run by the 

Rossetto family. In 1995, Antonio 

Rossetto’s sister Elisabetta joined 

the company and is responsible for 

all financial issues and human re-

source management. Ms. Luciana 

Baldin, cofounder of the company 

as well as Antonio’s and Elisabet-

ta’s mother, is still the company’s 

President. Even in times of crisis, 

GBR Rossetto was able to buck 

the general downtrend of the office 

supplies market with a highly suc-

cessful performance. The quality 

of its products and services always 

has priority. On the one hand, 

GBR Rossetto offers its own quality 

brand GBR. On the other hand, 

it cooperates with international 

players such as Hewlett-Packard, 

Xerox, Bic, 3M and Esselte. “We 

are very proud to be a platinum 

partner of Hewlett-Packard and 

that Xerox has confirmed our 

strategic role as a Gold Document 

Technology Partner,” stresses Mr. 

Rossetto. “Innovative technologies 

such as the Pro X printer series 

are among the highlights of the 

portfolio and are often chosen by 

our customers and rented. These 

multifunctional products not only 

offer fast and affordable colour 

printing but reduce costs by com-

bining copying, printing, scanning 

and faxing. Last but not least, they 

excel as they are particularly en-

ergy efficient and environmentally 

friendly, cutting more than 70% 

of CO2 and toner dust in the work-

place.” To enhance the customer’s 

productivity, with respect to owned 

printers, GBR Rossetto offers for 

instance compatible toners and 

ink cartridges at attractive prices. 

They are not original products but 

have the highest European quality 

certifications.

GBR Rossetto is well-prepared to 

master upcoming market challeng-

es successfully. In September last 

year, the company opened its new 

logistics center as the result of in-

vestments exceeding 1.5 million 

EUR, and paved the way to further 

consolidate its leading market po-

sition. “Thanks to our new facili-

ties, we have the capacity to man-

age more than 1,000 orders a day 

with a cut-off at 6:00 p.m. and de-

livery of goods throughout Italy be-

fore 11:00 a.m. the next day,” un-

derlines Mr. Rossetto. “In April 

2016, we opened a new 350 m2 

branch in Bologna to adequately 

cover the center of Italy. We look to 

the future with confidence. Luckily, 

we can rely on many loyal custom-

ers. However, we are never com-

pletely satisfied with what we do 

and always strive to do better; this 

is part of our philosophy. This way 

we hope to improve our perfor-

mance further to the benefit of our 

customers by investing in the train-

ing of our staff and the develop-

ment of our systems.” ❙

Even toner can be green 

Efficient and reliable logistics processes are essential for the business

Energy-saving programs are a 
major challenge in today’s of-
fice world
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››› Interview with Antonio Rossetto, Managing Director of GBR Rossetto SpA
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Interview with Gianluigi Galbiati, Managing Director of Impresa Ing. Galbiati SpA

It is all about quality...  
and location

Italy’s building and construction industry makes up around 5% of the country’s GDP. The 
industry was deeply affected by the economic downturn in recent years; however, now there 
are signs of recovery. It seems that the recession has bottomed out. According to the Italian 
Statistics Institute, the economy is forecast to grow 1% in 2016. This is good news for com-
panies such as Impresa Ing. Galbiati SpA. For more than 125 years, the family business has 
deeply influenced the building landscape in Lombardy.

Impresa Ing. Galbiati has a port-

folio based on two solid corner-

stones: property development, 

including everything from the 

construction to the entire project 

management, and the rental of 

apartments and entire housing es-

tates. The company was founded 

by Antonio and Roberto Galbiati in 

1889. Today, it is run by the fifth 

generation of the Galbiati family. 

“Impresa Ing. Galbiati is Italy’s old-

est building company,” explains 

Managing Director Gianluigi Gal-

biati. “We are very proud of our 

exceptional tradition and always 

keep our traditional values in 

mind. Quality and reliability are our 

strengths. Quality has always been 

more important than quantity.”

Due to this impressively long tradi-

tion, the company has left its foot-

prints in Lombardy. The Espiatoria 

chapel of the Royal Villa in Monza, 

the Intesa bank, a war memo-

rial and many other buildings all 

mirror Impresa Ing. Galbiati’s ex-

traordinary property competence. 

The company has always focused 

on particularly complex projects. 

In 1906, it worked at the Royal 

Villa in Monza and constructed its 

famous Espiatoria chapel – a spe-

cial project demanding profound 

expertise and know-how. Today, 

the company focuses on high-end 

residential and industrial building 

projects. Only high-quality finishes 

and eco-friendly materials are 

used. 30 employees and annual 

sales of around ten million EUR 

illustrate that the quality-focused 

business approach pays off. “We 

develop challenging property pro-

jects and sell final objects directly 

to customers,” says Mr. Galbiati. 

“Customers have the possibility to 

visit the building site regularly to 

get an impression of how things 

are developing. They can choose 

materials and influence the interior 

design. We look for the perfect 

marble together for instance. This 

is a huge advantage and is greatly 

appreciated. Our clients often feel 

spoiled when working with us. This 

is how a pleasant and trustful rela-

tionship is built.” 

›››

A private pool on the roof terrace, contemporary design and the proximity to 
Monza’s city center make the Zanzi Residence a much sought-after location

Impresa Ing. Galbiati is synonymous with high-end housing estates

http://www.european-business.com
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When it comes to the rental of 

houses and apartments, Impresa 

Ing. Galbiati falls back on a huge 

property portfolio and often works 

on behalf of third parties. “We 

sometimes cooperate with major 

industrial clients building prestig-

ious properties or high-end apart-

ments,” states Mr. Galbiati. “Our 

customer portfolio is quite diversi-

fied and includes private custom-

ers, such as young families, as well 

as banks and global players.”

In the past, 100% of properties 

were sold before being finished. To-

day, the number has decreased to 

60%. “We focus a lot on Monza,” 

adds Mr. Galbiati. “Here, a square 

meter in a prestigious location is 

about 7,800 EUR. One of our latest 

projects is the exclusive Zanzi Resi-

dence, where we offer 180 m2 

apartments with spacious roof ter-

races and outdoor pools. So far, we 

have already sold 40%, and the 

building is not even half-finished. 

The exclusive Zanzi Residence is a perfect example of 
Impresa Ing. Galbiati’s high-quality approach

››› Interview with Gianluigi Galbiati, Managing Director of Impresa Ing. Galbiati SpA

We know that we owe this success 

to our excellent market reputation.” 

Impresa Ing. Galbiati is well-known 

for high-quality property develop-

ment and an excellent customer 

care concept. Working with Impresa 

Ing. Galbiati is truly favourable. 

“Customers save money because 

no agency is involved,” sums up 

Mr. Galbiati. “The entire buying pro-

cess has a very personal character, 

and this is what many customers 

are looking for. Last but not least, 

we guarantee flexibility and integri-

ty, and we stick to our schedule 

and budget. Now, we want to use 

these strengths to shift our focus 

more towards new markets. In the 

past we mainly concentrated on 

Lombardy. Now, Veneto and Trenti-

no are on our agenda as well as for-

eign markets.” ❙ 
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Interview with Alberto Bozzo, Managing Director of 

Al Duca d’Aosta SpA

Italian fashion with a soul
Worldwide, Italy is recognized as an international fashion metropolis. Italian fashion is of 
superior quality, timeless in style and 100% authentic. Al Duca d’Aosta SpA, based in Mestre, 
is a family enterprise which has been contributing to the excellent reputation of Italian fash-
ion since 1902. For many years, the company focused on international luxury brands such 
as Gucci and Yves Saint Laurent. Now, Al Duca d’Aosta is re-inventing its in-house brand Al 
Duca d’Aosta. With its new collection Venezia 1902, the label returns to the international 
fashion scene.

“In the beginning, we sold only our 

own brand,” explains Managing 

Director Alberto Bozzo. “Especially 

in the 1950s and 1960s, the brand 

was very famous. We had many 

famous customers such as Ernest 

Hemingway and princes from the 

Arabian region”. Then, the com-

pany started to invest in the luxury 

multi-brand sector. In fact, Al Duca 

d’Aosta was a pioneer in doing so 

as there were hardly any multi-

brand stores at that time. “Over 

the years, we became one of the 

most famous multi-brand stores for 

luxury brands. As a result, our own 

brand Al Duca d’Aosta fell behind. 

Finally, it only contributes around 

4% to our total business volume. 

Two years ago, we decided to 

re-invent the brand. Today, the 

distribution of luxury brands is a 

mass market. Therefore, competi-

tion is high. Also, Al Duca d’Aosta 

is a great brand with a strong 

background. It would be a shame 

to lose it.”

Two years ago Al Duca d’Aosta 

started to create the first Al Duca 

d’Aosta collection again and 

opened a new flagship store in 

Venice. At present, the brand 

focuses on men’s wear. Soon, the 

Italian fashion expert will launch 

its first ladies’ collection. All the 

clothes are designed by Rodolfo 

Zappalà.

“In honour of our beginnings, we 

called our first new collection Ven-

ezia 1902,” says Mr. Bozzo. “Our 

business was founded by Emilio 

Ceccato in Venice in 1902. All the 

photo shoots for the new collec-

tion took place in Venice, too, for 

example, on a gondola or in a local 

glass blowing factory, to empha-

size the uniqueness of the brand. 

We can already say that the col-

lection is a great success. We have 

received great feedback and are 

already selling to clients abroad via 

e-shops.”

At present, Al Duca d’Aosta unites 

a network of twelve shops nation-

wide – mostly in big cities – of 

which nine are multi-brand stores. 

The company’s flagship store is lo-

cated in Venice and focuses on the 

in-house brand Al Duca d’Aosta. 

“Soon, we will open another mono-

brand store, probably in Florence,” 

says the Managing Director. In 

addition to these ten shops, the 

company also operates two shops 

selling the brand Emilio Ceccato. 

›››

Al Duca d’Aosta SpA
Via Volturno 7 
30173 Mestre (VE) 
Italy

 +39 041 2620111 
 +39 041 2620100 
 info@alducadaosta.com 
  www.alducadaosta.com 

www.emilioceccato.com 
www.venezia1902.com

The new Al Duca d’Aosta collection is 
called Venezia 1902, paying tribute to the 
beginnings of the business
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“With Emilio Ceccatto, we entered 

an exclusive agreement with the 

Venetian gondoliers’ association,” 

explains Mr. Bozzo. “Although 

the profession of gondolier is 

over 1,100 years old, it never had 

its own brand. We designed an 

exclusive brand for them – the 

Gondolieri brand. Also, we clothe 

all 433 gondoliers of Venice and 

draw on an exclusive global li-

cence to sell Gondolieri fashion. 

In fact, the Venetian idea of gon-

doliers was transferred to several 

other regions, for example to the 

USA – to Texas, Florida and Cali-

fornia. We would like to open up 

Gondolieri flagship stores for gon-

doliers’ fashion in Las Vegas and 

in Macao soon. Already, we sell 

the Gondolieri brand via our own 

e-platform www.emilioceccato.

com.” 

With roots dating back to 1902 

when Emilio Ceccato opened up 

a small shop in Venice, the com-

pany is a true family business. At 

present, the third family generation 

President Tito Ceccato and Vice 

President Giuliano Ceccato are 

passing on the operative business 

to the fourth generation, Matteo 

Ceccato – Head of Operations, 

Alvise Cecatto – Head of Men’s 

Wear, and Cristiano Cecatto – 

Head of Women’s Wear. Today, Al 

Duca d’Aosta has a staff of 120 

and enjoys annual growth rates of 

around 30%.

“Our in-house brand Al Duca 

d’Aosta and our Gondolieri brand 

sold by Emilio Ceccato will be the 

most important growth drivers 

in the coming years,” says Mr. 

Bozzo. “We will open up several Al 

Duca d’Aosta mono-brand stores 

abroad and invest in the interna-

tional recognition of the brand. We 

would like to grow organically as 

well as with joint-venture partners. 

Currently, we are searching for 

new partners who are interested 

in our concept. Of course, we will 

also keep investing in our multi-

brand stores. Still, they are an im-

portant mainstay of our business. 

Last year, we conducted training 

seminars with around 70 people 

from our stores in cooperation 

with a Vicenza based retail expert. 

The training sessions focused on 

customer psychology, personal 

shopping assistance and cross 

marketing via stores and our 

online shops. Customer satisfac-

tion has always been high on our 

agenda and we will continue to 

invest in our customer service. At 

the end of the day, the customer 

is the benchmark for our suc-

cess.” ❙

At present, Al Duca d’Aosta focuses on men’s wear; soon a ladies’ collection will be 
launched

Gondolieri is the company’s brand for gondoliers

The company’s stores are located in the best places in town; here a get-together 
event

››› Interview with Alberto Bozzo, Managing Director of Al Duca d’Aosta SpA
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Interview with Pietro Fogal, Technical Manager at 

FOGAL refrigeration srl

The cool change
Food preservation has been a challenge for every culture at nearly every point in history. In 
ancient times, people had to harness nature to survive. In frozen climates they froze meat 
on the ice; in tropical climates, they dried food in the sun. Today, the most sophisticated 
refrigerators keep our food fresh. They have come a long way since their introduction in the 
early 1900s. FOGAL refrigeration srl based in Ronchi dei Legionari in Italy manufactures 
customized refrigerated cabinets that stand out from the market.

FOGAL successfully operates in a 

niche market. The company does 

not focus on mass-production but 

on meeting individual customer 

demands. “Flexibility and respon-

siveness are our greatest assets,” 

stresses Technical Manager Pi-

etro Fogal. “Due to our size and 

structure, we have direct contact 

with our customers. We listen to 

them and know exactly what they 

need. We are able to manufacture 

bespoke products, and this is what 

differentiates us from larger com-

petitors.”

Alfredo Fogal founded the compa-

ny in 1967. It started manufactur-

ing refrigerators on behalf of third 

parties. It was in 1980 that FOGAL 

shifted its focus. “We were forced 

to look for new business opportuni-

ties when one client closed down,” 

explains Mr. Fogal. “Suddenly 

there was no more work to do. We 

made the most of the situation 

and decided to produce our own 

range of commercial refrigerators.” 

It was a turning point in FOGAL’s 

history. Since then, the company 

has continued to grow and has 

doubled its turnover since 2000. 

Today, FOGAL has 43 employees 

and a turnover of seven million 

EUR. Exports make up 97% of its 

business with France, Great Brit-

ain, Germany and Switzerland rep-

resenting the main target markets. 

Even outside of Europe, FOGAL 

has gained an excellent reputation. 

“We started exporting our products 

in the 1990’s, and today we deliver 

to all countries within the EU,” 

says Mr. Fogal. “We changed from 

being a traditional family company 

into an industrial one. However, 

even today, we successfully com-

bine traditional craftsmanship and 

industrial production processes, 

family values and Italian quality.”

FOGAL’s product range incorpo-

rates refrigerators and accessories 

such as LED lights. The company 

works with satin or polished stain-

less steel, all RAL colours, two 

different depths and five different 

lengths. “We achieve the most 

unique concepts in terms of de-

sign and material even very spe-

cialized ones,” states Mr. Fogal. 

“Altogether, we have 30 different 

models with Alaska, Clipper and 

Casanova as the most popular 

product families. One of the high-

lights of our portfolio is the Green 

line, which is in high demand due 

to its low energy consumption, a 

characteristic that has become 

more and more crucial. Our aim 

is to work alongside nature and to 

use resources carefully. We aim 

to further strengthen our market 

position by developing customized 

products that are synonymous with 

high quality and low environmental 

impact.” ❙

FOGAL produces reliable commerical refrigerators with a low environmental impact Individual customer needs always have 
priority
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Lizzi Srl

Interview with Gaetano di Liddo, Managing Director of Lizzi Srl

Sweet treats from Italy
Amaretti, biscotti, cantuccini, colombe, panettone, ricciarelli, torrone, bombolone, struf-
foli – this is only a tiny collection of mouth-watering Italian treats. Italy is well-known for its 
savoury delicacies such as pizza and pasta – and for an abundance of tempting sweet treats. 
The Italians are in no shortage of culinary delights with each region having its own speciality. 
In a class of their own are cakes and pastries made by Lizzi Srl. The company is synonymous 
with frozen pastries that combine quality, tradition and the best ingredients possible. 

With more than 300 different 

products listed in its catalogue, 

Lizzy’s broad range satisfies the 

most diverse customer needs. 

The company’s frozen products 

impress consumers thanks to their 

unique flavour and freshness – the 

result of an ambitious quality strat-

egy. Founded in 1973 by three 

brothers and a brother-in-law as 

a traditional pastry shop in Milan, 

the company first focused on yeast 

products such as panettone and 

colombe – typical Christmas and 

Easter cakes. Cooperation with a 

company called La Conca d’Oro 

finally led to the production of 

frozen products in 1983. “Back 

then, demand for frozen products 

was rising constantly,” says Man-

aging Director Gaetano di Liddo. 

Along with this growing demand, 

the company itself started growing 

by 25% each year. In 2006, Lizzi 

acquired new premises and moved 

its site to be able to continue 

expanding. Since 2008, the com-

plete production has been located 

in Assago. “In 2006, step by step, 

we starting focusing on making 

doughs using eggs, natural yeast 

and no additives at all,” states Mr. 

di Liddo. “We are not interested in 

mass production; here, everything 

is about quality. This has always 

been our credo, and this is what 

we engage with.”

Following this strict quality ap-

proach, Lizzi has continuously ex-

tended its product range according 

to market needs while always stick-

ing to high quality standards. More 

and more sweet treats, cakes and 

fried specialties such as doughnuts 

and mini pizzas complemented the 

offer. “We regularly introduce new 

and innovative products,” stresses 

Mr. di Liddo. “These days, it is es-

sential to be able to react flexibly. 

A high level of responsiveness is 

an important asset.” The launch 

of vegan and gluten-free products 

illustrate this responsiveness per-

fectly. “When everybody was talk-

ing about vegan products in 2014, 

we did not want to miss the boat,” 

adds Mr. di Liddo. “We worked 

out new recipes and were encour-

aged by the positive feedback we 

received. In this context the impor-

tance of premium ingredients can-

not be overemphasized. 

›››

Lizzi uses only premium ingredi-
ents in its vegan croissants, offer-
ing a treat for the tastebuds

A delightful assortment of croissants 
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Even when a product does not 

contain milk, butter or honey but 

alternative ingredients such as 

special flours, it can still become 

a true miracle for the taste buds. 

We put great emphasis on using 

organic ingredients, and for some 

products we use Stevia instead of 

ordinary sugar. Furthermore, we 

have specially formulated products 

for people with diabetes. Here 

again, we use a special flour.”

Lizzi’s product range leaves noth-

ing to be desired. Sweet treats 

such as tempting cakes and bis-

cuits, croissants with almonds, 

seeds, berries, pistachios or other 

nuts are traditional highlights of 

the assortment. In addition, there 

are many tasty treats such as fo-

caccia, croissants filled with ham 

or cheese, pastries with ricotta 

and spinach, herbs, prosciutto 

ham and Italian sausage. Innova-

tive products such as gluten-free 

or vegan versions are also in high 

demand. “We recently introduced 

new pastries that are especially 

healthy as they are rich in Ome-

ga-3 and dietary fiber. All of our 

products are low in gluten and 

easy to digest.” At Lizzi, everyone 

knows that it takes time to make 

really good pastries – especially 

when it comes to starter dough. 

“As we only work with natural yeast 

starters, making the starter dough 

is a very complex, slow and time-

consuming process,” says Mr. di 

Liddo. “The raising agent in our 

doughs works with microorgan-

isms in the air. It takes 36 hours of 

preparation for the natural yeast, 

24 hours of resting the dough in a 

cold store and three hours for the 

process of shaping, rising and fast 

freezing with liquid nitrogen. This 

way waiting gets tasty as we say. 

We work on the basis of a century-

old process – and the result is still 

impressive.” 

Using natural yeast is one of Lizzi’s 

most important trademarks. “We 

benefit a lot from the know-how 

of the past,” states Mr. di Liddo. 

“This means we work with recipes 

handed down from generation to 

generation, and many processes 

are still not automated. Our crois-

sants for instance are usually hand 

shaped. This way they get their 

unique crescent shape.” Today, 

around 115 employees all share 

the passion for good-quality prod-

ucts – 65 of them are working in 

the production. Annual sales are 

constantly increasing and reached 

25 million EUR last year, which 

was an increase of 6% compared 

to the fiscal year before. Exports 

make up 6 to 7%. Switzerland, Ro-

mania, Croatia, Denmark and Nor-

way are core markets nowadays. 

“50% of our sales are made by 

distributing to large-scale retailers 

through wholesalers, distributors 

and discount stores,” sums up Mr. 

di Liddo. “The other 50% is gener-

ated through bars and the horeca 

sector. We are especially interest-

ing for those putting emphasis on 

artisan-quality products. Luckily, 

we have many loyal customers.” 

Today, 85% of Lizzi’s products are 

frozen while everything offered in 

the pastry shop is fresh. In Italy, 

Lizzi is among the top seven play-

ers in the market. “Market condi-

tions have become tough in recent 

years,” says Mr. di Liddo. “We 

are forced to compete with global 

groups which is difficult. However, 

we will not lose sight of our values 

and continue placing a strong 

focus on quality ingredients. This 

is the only way to create authentic 

Italian products with a unique fla-

vour.” ❙

The tasty way to indulge in Italian delicacies
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